
STONE SOUP WRITING ACTIVITIES FOR THIRD GRADE

Results 1 - 24 of Staying Centered 3rd Grade: Harcourt Storytown Lesson 9: Stone Soup Use these high quality, no
prep, student-friendly activities in literacy.

The old lady is so curious, that she gets caught up in his directions for making stone soup and the boy tricks
her into making a meal for him. Separate students into 5 groups. This is a link to a Discovery Streaming Video
that discusses the characteristics of fables and gives examples of Aesop's fables. Entries are judged both
regionally and nationallyâ€”the highest-level regional work is submitted for national consideration. Children
often see adults writing lists, and they see that lists are useful and meaningful. The great thing about Stone
Soup is that kids can submit work as often as they want, regardless of previous rejection or acceptance for
publication. All they had to do was round two of the corners to resemble a pot. The young boy then asks her
for a stone and then a pot, and tells the old lady that he will make soup from a stone. As the day progressed
and the soup cooked, our room was filled with the most delicious smell! Kids can submit everything from
stories and songs to editorials and plays. Unit 6 Research Question: In this unit, you will research the
characteristics of different types of stories because every person likes to read about different things. This is a
link to Discovery Streaming folktale videos. Out of curiosity, the villagers provide all the ingredients,
one-by-one, to make the soup. The page book can be fiction or non-fiction and must be created by a group of
at least three students. Unit 6 Writing The writing focus for this unit is persuasive writing. What kind of
stories do you like to read and why? I find that lists are also easier to write for my kindergartners. They are
similar stories, but also have a lot of differences which make them perfect book choices to do compare and
contrast lessons with your students. Students may follow up by comparing and contrasting the characteristics
of these types of stories in a piece of writing. Drawings and diagrams engage visual learners. The two travelers
publicly declare that they will make soup from a stone. You will investigate myths, fairytales, fables, folktales,
and legends and create a presentation using a tool of your choice. The students will choose their favorite story
and write to persuade others to read it. Sometimes just the idea of recognition is enough to get those pencils to
paper or fingers to keyboard. Jigsaw Activity Each group will research one of the following types of stories:
myths, fairytales, fables, folktales, and legends, using the references and links provided. Entries are judged on
the merits of composition grammar, organization, and language skills ; content how well the theme has been
addressed ; and voice. Lists give students practice concentrating on one big idea. Not all submissions will be
published and kids are encouraged to read the Stone Soup archives to get a sense of what type of writing the
editors prefer. Next, each child got one piece of small 9" x 12" , black construction paper for their pot. We
started first thing in the morning and put all the ingredients including the stone, of course! Students will create
a project of their choice to present what they learned to the class. Students are grouped by age into three
different levels, all of which are judged at both a state and national level. You and your students are just back
from winter break â€” an ideal time to reinforce the importance of sharing in your classroom. Fancy That!
Login to aacps. This is a link to Discovery Streaming some examples of myths from Ancient Rome. After
reading the contest guidelines â€”which include helpful information about how to brainstorm and outline a
storyâ€”kids can submit illustrated stories to their local PBS station. The winning book is published by
Scholastic and sold at Scholastic Book Fairs across the country.


